VIDEO SPECIFICATIONS MAIN HALL (update April 2018)

Willemsplein 10
6811 KB Arnhem
The Netherlands
Correspondence Address:
P.O. Box 925
6800 AX Arnhem
The Netherlands
info@luxorlive.nl
Phone: +31 (0)26 3511660
Fax: +31 (0)26 3705039

Projectors:
Projector Main:
1x Panasonic PT-EX610EJ
Brightness: 6200 lm
Contrast ratio: 5000:1
Aspect ratio: 4:3
Resolution: 1024x768 (XGA)
Projector Sides:
2x Panasonic PT-LW333
Brightness: 3100 lm
Contrast ratio: 16000:1
Aspect ratio: 16:10
Resolution: 1280x800 (WXGA)
Projection Surface:
Main:
6x4m Showtex FP Supermat Perforato
Alternatively it is possible to hang a brought backdrop or screen with the maximum dimensions of
6x4m (WxH) and a maximum weight of 50kg.
Sides:
2x1,5m White wall surface
Infra:
Up to 3 patchable lines of video input at:
- FOH
- Balcony
- Stage
Possible input formats:
- HDMI
- VGA
- RCA Composite
Distribution:
1x Extron DXP84HD4K Matrix Mixer
3x Extron IN1604 (Inputs to Matrix)
3x Extron 330Rx receiver
3x Extron 330Tx (Matrix to Projectors)
3x Extron 330Rx receiver
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Note:
All video projectors have fixed positions.
Safety: Luxor Live attempts to create a working environment that is as safe as possible. We kindly ask
visiting technicians to consider the safety of themselves, our employees, the artists and the audience
when working in our venue. Luxor Live reserves the right to cancel or refuse certain parts of the show
that, in our opinion, have safety issues. In light of this also think about wearing safety-shoes on loadin or outs.
If you have any doubts about this in regards to your show please contact us in advance so we can
discuss the matter.
Decoration flammability: regarding the flammability of decorations we follow the rules as described
in the NBR2011:01 “Brandveiligheid van decors, doeken en decoratiemateriaal”. This (dutch)
document can be found here: http://docplayer.nl/15037675-Brandveiligheid-van-decors-doeken-endecoratiemateriaal.html and is also available through us on request. If an English explanation is
required, please contact us for this documents highlights.
This or any other document in no way alters the right described in the previous section to cancel or
refuse certain parts of the show if they have safety issues of any kind. Luxor Live always has the final
say in safety disputes.

Stage dimensions: See page 3.
For technical information contact Fon Sanders: fon@luxorlive.nl

The latest version of this document can always be found on: www.luxorlive.nl/tech-specs
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